
Stop searching through multiple emails.

RFI provides an organized structure that

makes answering a question easier than ever.

An overview of all issues open and closed

A chronological display of all statements within an issue

Clearly labeled responses to questions in sequential order

Assurance that no issue will be forgotten or lost in a
recipient’s inbox

Collaborative decision making

Transparency regarding issues and decisions

Confidentiality through read/write access settings
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RFI offers:

Apricon C3 RFI

Do you waste time when searching through emails trying to find the

answer to a question? Save time and avoid confusion with RFI . Lost or

ignored responses are not problems that you have to worry about when

using Apricon C3’s RFI option. A sender can feel confident that their

question wil l reach the desired respondents and their answer wil l be

easily accessible. The structure of RFI transforms a typical ly chaotic

process into organized communication with project members.

An automatic notification is sent to those given access to respond to a

posted question, increasing awareness of al l issues that need to be

addressed. Participants granted read only access can stil l stay up-to-date

on al l issues with the Apricon C3 system without having to be bombarded

with irrelevant emails.

Sounds interesting? Contact us today!

RFI can be used for:

Questions & Answers: RFI uses a simple

digital posting board. This format provides

transparency in regard to who is responsible

for specific issues, because even though you

are directing the issue to a specific person,

the question itself is visible to al l those with

read access.

Change Order: A question can easily lead to

alterations and additional work. With RFI you

get a documented process.

Error Reporting: This template may be used

to report errors to the contractor for further

action.

Option: RFI

Once a question is posted it is deemed a

“Case.” Within each case, those with access

can post a response, l inking attachments or

references to previous cases. This system

assures that everything is documented and

that no questions be lost. Posted

information is available throughout the

project and can be accessed through an

archive disk after a projects completion.
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